**Klein Delivers Talk on Dante's Divine Comedy**

"The power of poetry is the power of personality," commented Prof. Jacob Klein in the keynote lecture of the Cesare Barbieri Center's celebration of the 700th anniversary of the birth of Dante Alighieri. In his lecture, "On the Mount of Purgatory," Dr. Klein, professor of philosophy at St. John's College, explained that characteristic features of purgatory are duality and inversion, and centrifugally the darkness of night, while Dante exercises the light of day. In purgatory there is both "light and dark," he explained, and Dr. Klein defined inversion as the change of something into its opposite.

"Dante, the pilgrim, is not engaged in penitence while on the mount," Dr. Klein pointed out. "The word 'penitent,' quite completely so," for Dante exercises his sins not by penitence, but by possessing an 'opposite and countering balancing virtue.'

For Ms. Tuesday, while Dante is on the second circle, Ecstasy, he has compassion for those who suffer.

(Continued on Page 8)

**Cherbonnier Professes Bible**

**Linked Modern, Greek Science**

Dr. Edmund La B. Cherbonnier said Wednesday the Bible provides the "missing link" in the chain of the sciences and department of religion at Colby College, Waterville, Maine, he said, "created the verse on the verge of modern science for four hundred years, and I believe the Bible provides the impetus to overturn old Greek ideas. Greek ideas are the ideas of science, he told the Bible faculty, opening each way for modern science. The five suppositions, the first three dealing with Students March for Selma Tomorrow

The Student Body and members of the Hartford City Council will lead a march of students from the university to the residence of Robert M. Vogel, dean of the college, to protest against racism and for justice. The march, from the Old State House to the State Capitol on Wednesday night.

The march, organized by the Student Alliance for Christian Leadership and hosted by Trinity, will begin at 7 p.m. and last until 9 p.m.

**Social Progress 'Gap'**

**Thomas Attacks 'Tomorrow We Die'**

"Today should have some claim of the challenge of today in planning, for the common good and principle of man giving according to their abilities and receiving according to their needs," said Socialist leader Norman Thomas in his lecture last Tuesday in Knebels Auditorium.

"You must pay attention to socialist goals," he continued, "and not be content to 'eat, drink and play ROTTIN' HILL' for tomorrow we die."

Mr. Thomas said this proposition as his theme throughout his lecture and the ensuing question period. In his opening, Mr. Thomas cited the "gap in the extra-ordinary progress of the physical and social sciences, the last two with technical ideas, follow; 1. The Greeks were convinced that "nothing that undergoes change cannot completely be known," Dr. Cherbonnier said. The Bible, however, shows God as moving, and the people of the time thought, "If the world of change is good enough for God, it's good enough for you and me, for God is a scientist and the philosopher."

Dr. Cherbonnier also pointed that natural objects could really be known as individuals, he said, and they looked expected to "universal." "I'm the biblical world according to the Bible, and the theologian according to English books," Dr. Cherbonnier said and added that God, "is a scientist and the philosopher."

Dr. Cherbonnier noted that students were partly to blame for the lack of a structure similar to geometry and tried to deduce knowledge about nature directly to experience. In the Bible, he said, God made the earth but didn't create it as he wanted, and the scientist could not foresee or deduce God's actions.

4. The old scientists were hightakers, Dr. Cherbonnier as - said, and thoughts of man's common labor was too mental for man. But in the Bible, he said, there were men who worked with their hands, such as the shepherds.

5. The Greeks worshipped nature and did not think that man must make a heaven for himself, for possible, he said. Thought that an attempt to do so could be a sacrifice. The Bible countered, he remarked, with the reason that God made the world but then offered it to man for man's use.

These views were not consciously changed by the old scientists into modern science, Dr. Cherbonnier said. The old scientists were, in fact, quite afraid to take up new ideas, their respect for their predecessors being so great.

The Church went only halfway with the "scientific revolution." Once biblical ideas had been intro-duced, he said, the church made a "jump" with Athanas, and the biblical ideas went underground.

**Student Groups Go South For Spring Vacation Week**

Several groups of Trinity students will head for the sunny South during the coming spring vacation. The travelers visiting at the new William Hilton inn at Hilton Head, South Carolina and at Daytona Beach before ending their tour at Key West Island, Georgia, will make two concerts at The Glee Club.

The Glee Club, under the di-rect direction of George A. Ollman, associate professor of music, will give a total of eight concerts in Pennsylvania, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida during their annual tour. Most of the concerts will be in churches or before civic group.

The Glee Club tour will be its third day stay at Miami Beach and a tour of Ca-

The trip will also include a visit to Bahama Island, where they will appear nightly for a weekend at Turtle Walk, a night club in New York City.

The crew team will spend their vacation training at the Rollins Col-lege in Winter Park, Florida where they have entered a number of races during the last 6 months.
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**Spring Vacation - No Classes - April 13**

**Open House in the Austin Arts Center on April 7. Shown above is the Center's Goodwin Theater, which will be formally dedicated with the rest of the Center some time in May. (Hartford Times Photo)**

**PREPARATIONS are now being made for an Open House in the Austin Arts Center on April 7. Shown above is the Center’s Goodwin The-ater, which will be formally dedicated with the rest of the Center some time in May. (Hartford Times Photo)**
Image Theater Produces Four Poor Plays, But Gives Them an Excellent Performance

Presumably the audience at the Image Theater's Friday night presentation of "The Wry World of Richard Harris" contained few more attentive viewers than Mr. Richard Harris himself, who gave a short talk on his playwriting career after the performance. Harris, who lives in Hartford, looks like a tired middle-aged man. But Gives Them an Excellent Performance

The best of the four plays is "The Interview" which tells of a man with a doctorate in chemistry who comes to an employment agency looking for a job. He has just been fired by his previous employer because he confessed that he hated chemistry. "After all," he says, "It's a very sad subject." Harris' plays have predecessors because they are all about a boy and a girl who fall In and out of love for reasons that undoubtedly are perfectly clear to Harris but completely escape this reviewer. The last of these, "Take a Letter" and "The Drift," are like the second-rate comic episodes found In a TV variety program, except that Harris plays pretentions to witfulness that only ruin the play.

Mahler at Bushnell

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra and Chorale will perform Mahler's immensely spiritual Symphony No. 2 in 6.15 p.m. on Wednesday, March 24.

The ALL NEW
WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England
Serving Trinity Students For 20 Years

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee
99c

ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee
65c

1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKEN 1.55
3. MUSHROOM CHICKEN STUFFED BALLS 1.95
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY 1.85
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF or HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55

For the MORE—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT, CHIF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE

175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

Music
"Faust" Grandeur
by Robert Avenens

The Connecticut Opera Association presented the last of their French operas with a little of the grandeur of Gounod's roles. Unfortunately "The Interview" contained few of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flawlessness and beauty. Of special interest was the excellent ballet of Irene Aplbee and Martin Sohrepera. Their pas de deux was beautifullly executed with precision and smoothness not always matched in professional ballet companies.

Career Opportunity

UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

VENEREAL DISEASE BRANCH—COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CENTER

We are going to eradicate syphilis in the United States. We need people who want immediate job involvement, interesting work, an outlet for creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity for advancement. We want to talk with above average senior students who are majoring in the following academic fields:

BIOLOGY
ENGLISH
JOURNALISM
ECONOMICS
HISTORY

POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS

HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES
PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

For additional information, please contact:
Mr. William J. White
Public Health Advisor
62 Worth Street
New York, New York

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Freshman Defeated in Retrial; Senate Upholds Censure

The Senate voted last Wednesday night to uphold the March sentence of censure against Daniel L. Goldberg for violation of College liquor regulations.

Goldberg asked that his sentence be lowered to something less serious on the grounds that censure was a damaging penalty for the offense which he had committed. He also said in his brief that his case should be tried again because of the "unfair" methods of the Messiah.

**Vacation Hours**

Matther Hall and the Library have announced vacation hours as follows:

- **BOOKSTORE:** Closed Saturday, April 3.
- **GAME ROOM AND BOWLING LANES:** Closed from 11 p.m. Friday to 7 p.m. Saturday, March 27 to 7:30 a.m. Sunday, March 28.
- **Cafe:** Closed from 2 p.m. Saturday, March 27 to 7:30 a.m. Monday, Monday, March 29 - Friday, April 3. Closed Sunday, March 28 and Saturday and Sunday April 3 and 4.
- **LAWRENCE M. CARON:" In the case of the Messiah, case, stated that it was understood when Goldberg and the other students involved in the case admitted "judgment responsibility," that this responsibility included distribution to minors as well as possession.
- **CAMPUS COURTROOM:** Closed from 11 p.m. Friday to 7 a.m. Saturday, March 27 to 7:30 a.m. Sunday, March 28.
- **MATHER DINING ROOM:** In some cases, the student was required to purchase the offending liquor and be subjected to the same penalties as if he had purchased it himself.

He stated that the sentence was given as a result of a misunderstanding with the Messiah, since it claimed partial responsibility for the possession of alcoholic beverages but not for their distribution to minors, for which he was being censured.

**John W. Lemega, English.**
We hope the Medusa will discard its spook whenever it expected from the "defendent." The College, we feel, has itself reneged upon its censure seem severe enough for those infractions which violations, the administration has thrown penalities for offenses which cannot realistically be compensated for the diminishing penality scale. Therefore, the Medusa feels that the Trinity student ac- cused of an infraction retains his dignity and responsibility for behavior on the campus for offenses which cannot realistically be compensated for the diminishing penality scale.

We were heartened last week to see such a large num- ber of students and administrators. We feel that the Medusa is that the Trinity student accused of an infraction retains his dignity and responsibility for behavior on the campus for offenses which cannot realistically be compensated for the diminishing penality scale.

Letters to the Editor

The recurring motif this and last year has been the peasantry of the student body. The Medusa has been justly criticized for imposing too strict a punish- ment for drinking violations. Therefore, the Medusa has been justly criticized for imposing too strict a punishment for drinking violations. Therefore, the Medusa feels that the Medusa has been justly criticized for imposing too strict a punishment for drinking violations.

Forums

Letters to the Editor

Recently the Medusa has been subjected to criticism for police policies and procedure. Although criticism has been directed at this body before, the Medusa feels that the Medusa has been justly criticized for imposing too strict a punishment for drinking violations.

Letters to the Editor

The Medusa, the "Senior Honor Society," and it should definitely become that. For months now, we have remained silent about that society's theoretical and prac- tical functions and have been carefully observing its role on campus.

The Medusa is the "Senior Honor Society," and it should definitely become that. For months now, we have remained silent about that society's theoretical and prac- tical functions and have been carefully observing its role on campus.

The Medusa is the "Senior Honor Society," and it should definitely become that. For months now, we have remained silent about that society's theoretical and prac- tical functions and have been carefully observing its role on campus.
A Story of Opposites: Bias & the Peace Corps

The Peace Corps, in its four years of existence, has emphasized repeatedly that racial and religious bias is not tolerated in its sensitive processes. This emphasis has led to the perception that the Peace Corps represents a genuine attempt to eliminate discrimination. The Peace Corps rejects bias. But bias has not been so kind to the Peace Corps.

A major problem in the civil rights movement today is finding skilled and well-educated Negroes to fill jobs now open to them either through reforms generated by the civil rights bill or the increased readiness of employers to hire them. The trouble centers in both the Peace Corps and the world.

"We haven't waited for colored citizens to seek jobs in the Peace Corps. We went out and looked for them," said Shriver. "We have about one-third of the requests and about two-thirds of the requests have been filled. But we cannot be content with the percentage of Negroes serving as Volunteers overseas remains low. Although Negro representation as staff members in Washington and over- seas is high (about 20 per cent), Negro Volunteers constitute only about 5 to 6 per cent of the total, based on unofficial estimates. The nationwide percentage of Negroes is about 13 per cent. But even when a substantial proportion of Negroes have a 'racist image.' Here the lack of Negroes to act for themselves. The Peace Corps- is sensitive, in a meaningful sense, to the problem of discrimination and in the market of Peace Corps there goes to buy food.

The only place where a phenomenon of white is a problem in those countries where we all have a 'racist image.' Here the lack of Negroes to act for themselves. The Peace Corps- is sensitive, in a meaningful sense, to the problem of discrimination. The tests may underestimate any potential ability to learn a language. On this "bias test," Negroes, as a group, tend to score lower than whites. Many bright, socially-oriented Negroes are excluded from the civil rights fight at home. Others..."
Parlez-vous Scahili?

Don't Worry, You'll Learn

Learning a language in a Peace Corps training program begins with a one-year departure from the teaching methods used in most universities. The entire Peace Corps program emphasizes a "good grasp" of oral communication. The Volunteers and the people they will be working with are not interested in having a perfect command of the language, but rather in being able to communicate with people in that language. "They learn the languages primarily because it's easier to do and more repetition," says Mjirip Mhawo, who works in Washington on the language program.

The teaching method is called "intensive." Volunteers meet daily between 250 and 330 hours studying language in the classroom and the tape lab during the 12-week session. The Peace Corps attempts to have native speakers teaching classes whenever possible. If some students do not have a native speaker, they are placed with the trainees constantly. This method is called "linguistic immersion." The Peace Corps has been de- termined to limit its language training so that the organization’s beginning. The number of hours in language studies is usually increased until it now fills a significant time in training.

The most unusual aspect of the training is the students themselves. In those cases where the work can be done, the Peace Corps feels it is important for a Volunteer to learn a foreign language. When a Volunteer wants to learn a foreign language, he or she should be able to obtain a structure dealing with grammar.

If of the languages which have been learned by the Peace Corps Volunteers, the 20 or so languages which have been never have been taught in the United States before. These 20, called exotic languages, have presented unique problems. In some areas where the language is almost unknown to any American, Peace Corps Volunteers are taught by a local linguist, who is not necessarily an expert in the language. It's not clear who is following whose lead, but universities as well as American foreign policy have been affected by the Peace Corps demonstration.

The Peace Corps policy is that if Volunteers are interested in learning a foreign language, they will be trained in it. The advanced training program at the Peace Corps headquarters in Washington is designed to train Volunteers in languages which are unknown to any American, as does the Peace Corps demonstration.

The Peace Corps office is located in the United States. And, to top it off, if the student realizes that the product is not an abstract grade, the training is going to be more repetitious, since it is impossible to communicate with people in that language.

"We're looking for a fair understanding of grammar," says Mrs. Charnow, and "only when it is absolutely necessary of the language but is able to communicate with people in that language. We don't spend any time on the language program. These four are John Dorschner, Colorado Daily (University of Colorado Boulder); Linda Weiner, The Daily Iowan (Iowa City); Sy Safransky, The Phoenix (Queen's College, New York); and Charnay Marshall, The Daily Iowan (University of Texas, Austin).

"We don't really know yet how many more will drop out before June. Marriages or scholarships may cause some Volunteers to leave," says Mr. Groebli. "But we are trying to have a genuine interest in the Peace Corps, which is a part of the training. And, to top it off, if the student realizes that the product is not an abstract grade, the training is going to be more repetitious, since it is impossible to communicate with people in that language. "We're looking for a fair understanding of grammar," says Mrs. Charnow, and "only when it is absolutely necessary of the language but is able to communicate with people in that language. We don't spend any time on the language program. These four are John Dorschner, Colorado Daily (University of Colorado Boulder); Linda Weiner, The Daily Iowan (Iowa City); Sy Safransky, The Phoenix (Queen's College, New York); and Charnay Marshall, The Daily Iowan (University of Texas, Austin).
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Community Change—
Goal of Volunteers

Peace Corps community development projects are exactly what the name implies. Such projects, concentrated in Latin America, can mean teaching Peruvians to lay bricks, building an aqueduct in Colombia or teaching adult literacy classes in a Brazilian "favela." One Peace Corps Volunteer working on a community development project wrote, "I had been sitting on the sidelines for twenty years watching the world go to pot and nobody asked me to do anything about it. The Peace Corps did . . ."

The goals of the community development project are:

• Educating people to work together to define their own goals and solving the problems necessary to achieve them.

• Getting governments to respond to community needs.

• Achieving material improvement in forms of technical advancement and economic growth.

The aim of community development is nothing less than a complete change—reversal or revolution if you wish—in the social, economic, and political patterns of the country to which we are accredited," said Frank Mankiewicz, Latin America regional director for the Peace Corps.

Community development project begins with the presence of the Volunteer in the community.

His first step is getting to know the people—gaining their confidence. This can be done in a variety of ways—organizing baseball teams, teaching English classes, visiting, talking or attending a fiesta.

Next he organizes a community meeting, Volunteers have compared this to the first day of school—a noisy noise and bell. Here the Volunteer tries to get the villagers to discuss their problems. Generally the more this first meeting can do is arouse in them an interest to meet again.

Gradually the Volunteer leads the people into discovering their problems and finding solutions, remembering that some day he won't be around and they must do it for themselves.

After a problem is recognized and a solution seen, shirt sleeves are rolled up and the doing begins.

It is in the last stage that the Volunteer sees his success and it may only be the building of a brick kiln, a chicken coop, or a cleared road. Community development is hard, mostly second nature. It is like any other experience that comes with most of the development remaining beneath the surface.

Frank Mankiewicz, a returned Peace Corps Volunteer who worked on the Alto Beni project in Bolivia, wrote about building a brick kiln.

"We realized we needed a project that could be successful, achieved with a little fun, one which didn't rely on outside assistance, was prac-

ctical from the colonizers' point of view, and one with an immediate
community benefit. We realized we needed a project that could be successful, achieved with a little fun, one which didn't rely on outside assistance, was prac-

tical from the colonizers' point of view, and one with an immediate
community benefit.

"It is in the last stage that the Volunteer sees his success and it may only be the building of a brick kiln, a chicken coop, or a cleared road. Community development is hard, mostly second nature. It is like any other experience that comes with most of the development remaining beneath the surface."

Volunteers teaching in the Ivory Coast "Foyer Feminin" program may find children attending classes, but the mothers are the real stu-

dents.

"Foyer Feminin" program may find children attending classes, but the mothers are the real stu-
dents.

The Foyers are special schools, established by the Ivory Coast govern-

ment, for Ivoirienne women who have had no previous education. Directed by the ministry of education, Foyer classes are concerned with adult literacy, basic health and homemaking. At the request of the government, the Peace Corps entered this program with seven Volunteers in 1963. There are now 18 Volunteers working in the Foyer program, and the government has requested 35 more.

The Foyers are designated for adult education, but children are allowed to tag along as part of a program to make attendance as easy as possible for the mothers.

Classrooms are conveniently located and the women are encour-
gaged to attend whenever they can, either in the morning or afternoon sessions. The schools adjust their programs to fit the women's needs—harvesting, daily marketing, and family needs are all considered.

In addition to the basic tools of reading and writing, meal planning, child care, sewing instruction and nutrition are part of the curricu-

lum. Some of the Volunteers have established "cuisine culturelle" discussion groups in which the women talk about social and civic

problems.

The Volunteers teach in French, the national language of the Ivory

Coast, and work under the direction of an "animatrice," or an Ivoi-

rienne woman who has had a secondary education and some special

training.

Volunteers in the larger urban schools have modern equipment to use in their teaching, but the small-

er Foyers do without such things as electric irons, stoves and sew-

ing machines. Sometimes the only equipment available is chalut and a blackboard.

In a land where eyeglasses are visible from small, centuries-old fishing villages, the Peace Corps Volunteer is helping the Ivory Coast fill an educational gap. There is no American analogy to the Foyer pro-

gram, so the Volunteers are taught the basics of this new ap-

proach to education in the training programs.

A previous knowledge of French is a great asset for someone apply-

ing for the program, but not an absolute necessity since instruction in French is a large part of the training.

The Foyers are informal because that is the only way they can be effective, but the results are visible from small, centuries-old fishing villages, the Peace Corps Volunteer is helping the Ivory Coast fill an educational gap. There is no American analogy to the Foyer program, so the Volunteers are taught the basics of this new approach to education in the training programs.
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The relationship between service in the Peace Corps and the draft will remain the same for at least another year. Although some Congressmen have suggested that Peace Corps Volunteers should be exempt from military service, no plans to introduce a bill to that effect.

A spokesman for the Peace Corps' legal division said, "I don't think anything will be done on the draft piecemeal. In any sort.

The draft will remain the same for at least another year. Pentagon's report is published in August. Last October said he would support legislation changing the draft status of Volunteers who complete two years of service in the Peace Corps and in the domestic service corps soon to be formed. Most important thing is to deal with people, not things. In peace, there is a rush in the beginning to supply the volunteers with the vehicles they need. They don't think anything will be done on the draft piecemeal.

"There was a general revolution to this type of approach," said Delany. "It is to be Spartan in character, an organization where service in the Peace Corps was born and to bottom on the word "Volunteer." It was to be Spartan in character, an organization where service in the Peace Corps was born and to bottom on the word "Volunteer." Gay Delaney said: "Automobiles are no extension of the American image. As long as a Volunteer drives a car, it is difficult for him to be a Volunteer. He has a difficult time acclimating himself to the local people. "We also felt that too many vehicles would seem like just another thing from America. The Peace Corps isn't interested in everybody flying in in that type of feeling."
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The Connecticut Intergovernmental Leadership School (CISL) was a program that had many faces. There is no such legislature, in which students from throughout the state present and consider proposals that, in the end, are given considerable weight in advance of the regular legislative sessions. However, there is another side to this model. It is purely a political side and one that does not come before public scrutiny often.

The high point of the CISL every year comes at the mock legislation. Delegations from throughout the state come to Hartford with several aims in mind. One is to see that their bills are given close and favorable consideration at the assembly. The bills are worked over in detail by committees, and there would be one person in each delegation who would relay what was the exact way that he would vote on a given measure.

We are trying to have the same kind of feeling in the real legislature. One that does not come before public scrutiny.

However, there is another side to the system.

The real campaigning did not start until Thursday evening of the convention, right after the banquet. The real election was a strategy session, which included the candidates for the positions of Majority Leader of the Senate, Speaker of the House, and Minority Leader of the Senate. Traditionally, two people contest for each position.

The candidates are selected in the form of the delegate to the conference. The convention is a large gathering of legislators from throughout the state. The delegates start arriving in Hartford, and the election is reaching a furious pace.

As a campaign manager for one candidate, and as an advisor to three other candidates, I was involved in the campaign.

WHAT WAS THE LINEUP OF CANDIDATES? For Speaker of the House, the candidates were Dwight Schweitzer and Jack Dunn of Yale, and Larry Wagner of Fairfield University. For Majority Leader of the House, the candidates were Dwight Schweitzer and John Fleming of Albertus Magnus, and Mary Ellen Moneymaker and Steve Kurlansky of the University of Connecticut.

The candidates were selected at a meeting, Dwight Schweitzer asked me to be his campaign manager. We started out as a fairly idealistic group. We were considering sending letters describing Dwight's abilities to each delegation, but then realized that the idea, since we would not know who each delegate was until just before the convention, and in the two months, Dwight went to various schools to speak there.

ONE TRIP down to New Haven, to speak at Albertus Magnus and at the New Haven Morning Star High School, and last, but not least, to address the banquet.

At that time, we decided that a certain number of candidates and schools had formed. The convention as we saw it, included Larry Wagner, Dwight Schweitzer, Jack Dunn, and Mary Ellen Moneymaker.

The schools involved in the convention included Fairfield, Bridgeport, Fairfield University, Connecticut, and perhaps Amherst, Colby, and Darmouth. We decided that if this convention did in fact become a reality, it was necessary that the other candidates work together.

There was a strong appeal to the two slates of candidates: Lee Lun, of the Corporate slate, and Ross and Rose Ann Fleming against Larry Wagner, Don Campon, Mary Ellen Moneymaker and Steve Kurlansky. At this point, Trinity, who had been very much involved, was aligned with this slate.

We chose the latter course, and spent more time, as a result, changing our approach to people. At thirty seven campaigning sessions, just about that time, as we had predicted. We projected We chose the latter course, and spent more time, as a result, changing our approach to people. We worked out a system in which the each of the candidates on the state would talk before caucuses of the various delegations.
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SPANISH PLAYS
The Spanish Clubs of Trinity, St. Joseph, and the University of Hartford will jointly present two one-act plays, LA CORBATA and EL FRESCO DEL FUEGO, in the Washington Room at 8 p.m. on Friday, April 9. There will be no admission charge for the two plays, whose stars include Mark Hobson '66, Lowell VanDalfip, Ellis Raiker '66 and Lucia Anfusil.

ORGAN RECITAL
Piet Keo, organist at the Cathedral in Allmame, Holland and at The Great Church In Haarlem, will present an organ recital in the Chapel tonight at 8.

2 Area Youths Attack Student
Friday night John Congrove '66 received a face cut from two area youths walking between Mather Hall and Eliot Dormitory. According to Congrove, he was stopped by the two as he was walking to his Eliot room. They asked him several questions, and as he turned to leave, one of them hit him. Injuries inflicted by the assailants necessitated about five stitches in the frames of his glasses were broken, because, he said, he has shatter-proof lenses.

VISIT!
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM SHOP
at Maple Ave. & Broad Street
Featuring the Finest
in Sandwiches & Ice Cream
BIG BEEF 50c
AWFUL AWFUL 36c

Ford Motor Company is:

vitality

Critical Importance and vigor are fused into this one meaningful word, vitality. What does this mean to you?—a growing sense about how to make the major decision of career selection. By selecting a company with vitality, you'll find more challenging and rewarding work. Ford Motor Company is such a firm.

At our Company, you'll have the advantages and resources of a large corporation, along with the high degree of personal responsibility you'd expect in a small one. Ford's Company is composed of many small management teams, each responsible for a specific activity. Activities so vital, they can affect hundreds of jobs and involve millions of dollars. You play in the big leagues—early—at Ford Motor Company. An example: Bob Bowen's

Robert Bowen
R.D.1, Northeastern Utah, M.B.A., Harvard Univ.

Letters...

(Continued from Page 6)

meet without its constituents present, such random criticism can only overlook the complexities that exist in the community. If we are to present a general trend to over criticize, and a very juvenile view of government. The student body elects to the Senate representatives, that is, fellow students who it deems capable of participating in the governing body. But it is a gross oversimplification to assume that such representatives literally "represent" the ideas and wishes of the constituents. In fact they might not, there would be little point in having them present. If the entire student body would be far more efficient.

In electing delegates to the Senate, the student body relinquished this opportunity for personal interest government, and offers a few the responsibility to determine what they together deem best for the student body, and the college as a whole. Undoubtedly, there are certain possible faults with this form of government. The criticism has been voiced to the point and often justly so, that the Senate has gotten too far from the student body, but it has entirely lost sight of its dearest; and it is in this lacuna which the present Senate must work against. Indeed, in government of this kind, the governing body should and must be receptive enough to anticipate the ideas of the constituents and formulate the best solution or remedy for the community before the constituency is moved to mass protest. If appears that the Senate's business is on campus and a situation that in Selma are two current notable examples of a government's failure to do this.

But the formation of such policy ideas comes only after great debate, in which many possible alternatives and representations must be considered. If it is evident which is the Senate's business is on campus and the situation in Selma are two current notable examples of a government's failure to do this.

It is here that the Senate would do well to take advantage of a title that, unheard, could drown it. Let the senators seek the advice of their constituents in formulating their ideas, and then harness their constituents' energy and aid in achieving the goals once they are set.

Bank criticism from or against the government is the Senate's business. It is a gross oversimplification to assume that the Senate represents literally "representing" the ideas and wishes of the constituents.

According to Cosgrove, he was received a face cut from two area youths walking to his Elton room. They asked him several questions, and as he turned to leave, one of them hit him. Injuries inflicted by the assailants necessitated about five stitches in the frames of his glasses were broken, because, he said, he has shatter-proof lenses.
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The 65 Tennis Team

Trinity's varsity tennis team, bolstered by a record 29 victories in 29 matches last season, is in strong form this year. Andy Whitaker, last year's entire starting midfielder, and Dave McPhee will provide the much-needed depth. A strong defense is marked this year, however, is the lack of depth in the offense. Should there be an injury to one of the starters, the whole attack is liable to collapse, and Coach McPhee is attempting to solve this problem. Henry Thomas and Joe Barker, who have looked strong so far this season, plus any freshmen should team up to become a dangerous scoring duo. Without Lou Rogers and Andy Whitaker playing this year, the attack lacks a scoring threat, but Matt Rubin is changing his offense to work closely with Matt Gall into this third position.

Captain Joe Barnard will lead the midfield along with Andy Whitaker, Ed Lewis, and Ralph Borneman and Jack Brown. Since last year's entire starting midfield players, there will be a lack of experience, but Tom Seddon, Shane Stroud, and Dan Hayes will add to the scoring threat.

Andrews Leads '65 Tennis Team

With only two losses from last year's varsity team, and with the return of Dave Cantrell and with the addition of several freshmen from last year's freshmen, prospects for the coming tennis season are bright. The returnees are led by junior captain, George Andrews, who dropped only one set in regular competition last year and then advanced to the quarter-finals of the New England tournament before losing to the eventual runner-up. Cantrell and Cantrell will probably team up in the doubles.

Also among the returning performers are Nick McNulty, Al Crane, and Bob Shroff, who played the fourth, fifth, and sixth slots respectively for most of the year. All three are seniors. Also expected to return are Ed Lewis and Ralph Katz.

Several players from last year's freshman club are given an excellent chance of adding further to the varsity fire. The top three are Jim Davidson, Geoffrey Tilson, and Max Stull. Harold Hackett and Peter Shroff, who finished sixties singles on the '64 fresh, will also be batting to displace the veterans on the varsity squad.

Baseball Team Opens Spring Tour; Outlook Bright for Winning Season

The Bantams will face Wesleyan this afternoon with eight returning seniors: Steve Borneman, Dave Bremer, Craig Doerge, Captain Sandy Evarts, Fred Prillaman, John Pogue, Ross Silhavy and Ben Tribken. Joining these regulars are five numeral winners from last year's freshman team.

In the past three years the Trinity track team has lost only three meets. During this span, Coach Karl Kurth has led teams with much depth. This year, however, depth seems to be the Bantams' major problem. Optimistically speaking, Coach Karl Kurth commented: 'We hope we can win four out of seven.'

The Bantams look weakest in the sprints. Trinity's hopes rest on the shoulders of Chuck Snyder who has never competed before for Trinity.

In the shot put the outlook is good. With Prillaman and Dee Kleswio, Trinity will be pretty tough to beat.

Last year Ben Tribken set a Trinity record in the discus with a heave of 152' 3". This year Coach Kurth commented that Benne will probably remain undefeated in dual meet competition.

John Pogue is the only returning jumper to the hurdle events.

Bremer will lead the way in the high jump, as will Doerge in the pole vault. Bremer, Bremer, a promising sophomore, and Talbot are lined up for the hurdle events.

Bremner, Bremer and Bremer are slated for Trinity's zone. Evarts will run the half mile and the mile. To complete the line up, Borneman will join Evarts in the mile and also will run the two mile.

The freshman track team is already off to a fast start this year. At the Union Invitational Relays two weeks ago the relay team of Shorten, Zillmer, Mor- rill, and Cohen placed first in the only fresh team relay. Last week the Bantams defeated Conard, and in a combined meet edged Hartford Public and New Britain High Schools, two of the best high school teams in the state.

Tyler 6th

Dave Tyler placed sixth in the finals of the 500-yard freestyle event at the NCAA small college swimming championships held at Normal, III. His time in the finals was 5:11.3, in the qualifying heats, Duff set a New England intercollegiate record of 5:10.8.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Suit Jackets

• Special This Week
• One Day Service
• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring

Basement Cook A

This card saves you money at Sheraton

SHERATON

Here's how to get yours:

Dear Sheraton: Send me an application for a free Sheraton credit card to save on room rate discounts at Sheratons all over the world.

Name_________________________
Street_________________________
City_________________________
State_________________________
Zip Code_____________________

Send to COLLIER RELATIONS DIRECTOR, Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008

95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

During spring vacation, the Bantams will journey south for five "exhibition" (for The Campus, Volume (March 31), the University of Delaware (April 1), Catholic University (April 8), and George Washington University (April 6). Returning to Connecticut, where the snow will hopefully have melted, the Trinity nine will meet the Coast Guard Bears in the first regular-season contest, at New London, April 14.

The Bantams will open at home on April 8 against Williams. The Ephs are undefeated against the Bantams in varsity competition this year, having defeated Trinity in the first regular-season contest, at New London, April 14.

1. Hitting the books?
2. You're not even married.
3. You give a gift every week?
4. Isn't that overdoing it a bit?
5. You'll be broke before you get to the altar.
6. If you really want to be practical, why don't you get a Long Term Assurance policy from Equitable—and give it your wife to get her security. That way, when you get married, you'll own a living insurance policy for her. And if she should die, the kids will always be provided for regardless of what happens to your marriage.

Swell idea. Now, what do you think she'd like for National Crab Apple Day?

For information about Living Insurance, see the Math from Equitable. For complete information about career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or write to Edward D. McDoogl, Manager, Manpower Development Division.

The EQUIABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States


COOLGIN ROOMS

WANT TO WORK A FEW HOURS PER WEEK?

The East Hartford Gazette wants to hire an East Hartford college student and 4-6 hours a week. Set your own hours. Established accounts. Good pay. Car necessary.

Ask Fred Ziegler, 289-6646

Equal Opportunity Employer
Two Views of Viet Nam

South Vietnamese Must Win Own War

by David Inwood

The Viet Cong has become a formidable force. They are armed, trained, and master-minded by the Communist regimes of Hanoi and Peking. As a result, the South Vietnamese alone were unable to contain the rebellion; thus, they requested and received U. S. help in their battle for survival. The U. S. faces a complex dilemma. Admittedly the South Vietnamese must win their own war. Yet, their government is constantly unstable. Many of the people are weary of 20 years of incessant war. The Vietnamese peasant is indifferent to his government and is covered by Communist terror.

Nevertheless, there remains a viable anti-Communist core, consisting mainly of the highland tribesmen, the city inhabitants, and the Roman Catholic third of the country. If the Vietnamese are to succeed, they must regain the active support of the rural and Buddhist elements by means of social, political, and economic reforms. Yet, these reforms will be for naught if the military battle is lost to the Viet Cong. Thus, current U. S. policy is that aerial bombardment of North Vietnam will persuade Hanoi to halt its aggression against South Vietnam by agreeing to a cease-fire and cutting off help to the Viet Cong. In Greek Communist Revolution of 1944, the U. S. adopted a similar policy. The Yugoslavs and Bulgarian borders were sealed off. Subsequently, the insurgents were crushed. The chance for a negotiated settlement is most, for as of now, the communists show neither a softening of their position nor a response to our diplomatic feelers. The U. S. is ready to withdraw from the South and aid the North once the senseless, wasteful war is halted. Since the end of World War II, the U. S. still maintains that nations should and must learn to live in peace with their neighbors.

Mao’s Upside-Down Marx

by Jack Chaifeld

Engels once wrote that through dialectical materialism the idealism of Hegel “was placed upon its head; or, rather, turned off its head, on which it was standing, and placed upon its feet.” Thus it was that the Hegelian dialectics was given a new setting of clothes and appropriated by a significant portion of the European working class. Marx and Engels took that segment of Hegel which suited their temperaments and their designs, as well as the conditions of their times, and mixing it with a new economics, came up with red flags. Hegel had wanted to set the Prussian monarchy; indirectly, he helped bring about its fall nearly a century later.

We are tempted to say, in fact, that a line may be drawn from Hegel to the Petroglyph of October 25, 1917. There now seems to be a sequel to that story. Just as Karl Marx came down bearing an upside-down Hegel, so Mao Zedong came down bearing an upside-down Hegel, claiming that the victory in China harkened up the birth of Karl Marx. “The force constitutes the spirit of the people,” wrote Mao in 1946, “is the principal and fundamental.”

As Lui Thao-chi has written, Mao has become a proclaimed revolutionary, a leader who has become the bearer of the revolutionary spirit. “In the Theoretical Field (Mao) was boldy creative, dispensed with certain specific Marxist principles that were obsolete or incompatible with the highly concrete conditions and replacing them with new principles and conclusions that are compatible with China’s historical conditions.”

This line, it seems, has come to be the theoretical underpinning for what Theodore Draper, the scholar of Chinese revolution, has called “inverted revolutions.”

These are revolutions which are made against the industrial pre-conditions of socialism exist; thus revolutions which are fought when, according to Mao, they should not be fought at all. China was the first of these revolutions. North Vietnam and Cuba qualify, roughly, as the second and third. The guerilla war being conducted in South Vietnam today has as its purpose to make South Vietnam the fourth country to become socialist before it has become bourgeois.

The United States does not seem to recognize the “inverted” quality of these revolutions. It seems to think it can combat them with rifles and only the barest, the slightest, the least palpable of promises. The fact is that the ideology of the proletariat has grown faster than the proletariat itself and has been appropriated by the peasantry. The ideology of communism has ousted the material conditions in which it is supposed to operate. Its greatest appeal is in the underdeveloped rather than the industrialized nations.

The U. S. should not seem to have adapted its foreign policy to the phenomenon of de-Stalinization (as in Africa). It looks like very much wants to. In Vietnam, it does not seem concerned. It has yet to have examined the agrarian situation and to have come to grips with the reasons for Viet Cong successes among the peasantry. The fact is that the ideology of communism has ousted the material conditions in which it is supposed to operate.

Letter... (Continued from Page 10)

Before 1950 we were able to send most of our binding work out in the summer. Librarians can no longer guarantee delivery by Labor Day and we cannot discriminate against the fall session which has an enrolment of over 700.

5. With respect to our record collection, I am delighted that K. S. has found his way to the H.P.L.’s lending collection. This is as it should be. It is the subject of one of the by-products of his work in a metropolitan area. The Trinity College Library has never been commissioned to build up a significant collection of recordings in which it is supposed to operate.
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